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Design of Patient-Specific Gait Modifications for
Knee Osteoarthritis Rehabilitation

Benjamin J. Fregly�, Jeffrey A. Reinbolt, Kelly L. Rooney, Kim H. Mitchell, and Terese L. Chmielewski

Abstract—Gait modification is a nonsurgical approach for
reducing the external knee adduction torque in patients with
knee osteoarthritis (OA). The magnitude of the first adduction
torque peak in particular is strongly associated with knee OA
progression. While toeing out has been shown to reduce the second
peak, no clinically realistic gait modifications have been identified
that effectively reduce both peaks simultaneously. This study
predicts novel patient-specific gait modifications that achieve this
goal without changing the foot path. The modified gait motion
was designed for a single patient with knee OA using dynamic
optimization of a patient-specific, full-body gait model. The cost
function minimized the knee adduction torque subject to con-
straints limiting how much the new gait motion could deviate from
the patient’s normal gait motion. The optimizations predicted
a “medial-thrust” gait pattern that reduced the first adduction
torque peak between 32% and 54% and the second peak be-
tween 34% and 56%. The new motion involved three synergistic
kinematic changes: slightly decreased pelvis obliquity, slightly
increased leg flexion, and slightly increased pelvis axial rotation.
After gait retraining, the patient achieved adduction torque re-
ductions of 39% to 50% in the first peak and 37% to 55% in the
second one. These reductions are comparable to those reported
after high tibial osteotomy surgery. The associated kinematic
changes were consistent with the predictions except for pelvis
obliquity, which showed little change. This study demonstrates
that it is feasible to design novel patient-specific gait modifications
with potential clinical benefit using dynamic optimization of
patient-specific, full-body gait models. Further investigation is
needed to assess the extent to which similar gait modifications may
be effective for other patients with knee OA.

Index Terms—Dynamic optimization, knee adduction moment,
movement prediction, osteoarthritis (OA).
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I. INTRODUCTION

DESPITE the need for early treatment, few clinical inter-
ventions slow the progression of knee osteoarthritis (OA)

and minimize future functional limitations. One of the most con-
servative surgical interventions is high tibial osteotomy (HTO).
During this procedure, a wedge of bone is typically added to or
removed from the proximal tibia, changing the alignment of the
leg from bow legged to slightly knock kneed. The change in limb
alignment is intended to shift some of the contact load from the
diseased medial to the healthy lateral compartment of the knee.
Since articular cartilage is responsive to the magnitude of joint
loading, reducing compressive loads in the diseased compart-
ment may slow the rate of cartilage breakdown and delay the
need for joint replacement.

Since medial compartment load cannot be measured nonin-
vasively in vivo, researchers have sought an external measure to
quantify the load reduction achieved by HTO surgery. The best
candidate found thus far is the external knee adduction torque
during gait [1], [2]. This torque exhibits two peaks during the
gait cycle—one during early stance and the other during late
stance. Only the first peak during early stance has been shown
to be higher in patients with knee OA compared to healthy con-
trols [3]–[5], making the first peak the most critical one to lower.
Following HTO surgery, patients with the lowest first peak tend
to have the best long-term outcome [6], [7], particularly those
whose peak is below approximately 2.5% body weight times
height (%BW HT) [8]. Such patients typically obtain adduc-
tion torque reductions on the order of 30% to 50% from HTO
surgery [3], [6], [9]. A high-peak knee adduction torque has also
been correlated with higher proximal tibial bone density on the
medial side [10], increased OA disease severity [11], and an in-
creased rate of OA disease progression [12].

A noninvasive early treatment option that has received limited
attention is gait modification to decrease the peak knee adduc-
tion torque. Ideally, if simple gait modifications could reduce the
peak adduction torque by as much as HTO surgery, then the ben-
efits of the surgery could be made available to a broad clinical
population without the risks and costs of an invasive procedure.
To date, at least five basic gait modifications have been shown
to reduce the adduction torque in patients with knee OA: toeing
out, walking more slowly, walking with decreased stride length,
walking with increased medial-lateral trunk sway, or using lat-
eral heel wedges. Walking with the toes pointed outward can re-
duce the second peak of the adduction torque curve by as much
as 40% but has little influence on the first peak [2], [4], [13],
[14]. Walking slower or with decreased stride length can re-
duce both peaks significantly in some patients but not others
[15], but the speed or stride length decrease that is required to
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achieve a significant reduction may be larger than many patients
would tolerate. While increasing medial-lateral trunk sway can
reduce the first peak by up to 66% [16], the resulting gait mo-
tion does not look normal, which could deter many patients from
adopting it. Recent gait studies using lateral heel wedges have
reported only modest reductions in the peak adduction torque
[17], [18]. Thus, no clinically realistic gait modifications have
been identified that will reduce the first peak or both peaks of
the knee adduction torque curve to an extent comparable to HTO
surgery.

This feasibility study seeks to design a novel yet “normal
looking” gait motion that reduces both adduction torque peaks
to the same extent as HTO surgery but without changing the
foot path or trunk orientation. The design process was tailored
to an individual patient, utilized dynamic optimization of a pa-
tient-specific full-body gait model, and required the patient’s
pretreatment gait data as a starting point. The optimization re-
sults were used to teach the patient how to walk differently to
reduce both adduction torque peaks simultaneously. Gait data
collected from the patient following gait retraining were used to
evaluate the extent to which the predicted modifications can be
achieved and sustained in clinical practice.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Experimental Data Collection

Gait data were collected from a single highly functional knee
OA patient (male, age 37 years, height 170 cm, mass 69 kg,
alignment 5 varus with Kellgren and Lawrence grade 2 medial
OA in both knees based on radiographic assessment). The sub-
ject gave informed consent and performed all experimental trials
while wearing New Balance 608 sneakers. Three-dimensional
(3-D) surface marker data using the Cleveland Clinic marker
set with additional markers on the feet were collected at 120 Hz
using a six-camera video-based motion analysis system (Mo-
tion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA). The 3-D resid-
uals from the camera calibration trial averaged 1.1 mm with a
standard deviation of 0.5 mm. Individual markers were located
on both wrists, elbows, and shoulders, with three markers per
segment placed on the pelvis and each thigh, shank, and hind-
foot [19]. A static trial with additional markers over anatomical
landmarks was performed to define segment coordinate systems
and marker locations within those coordinate systems. Dynamic
joint motion trials were performed for the hip, knee, and ankle to
exercise their primary functional axes for determination of joint
positions and orientations in the segment coordinate systems
[19]. For the gait trials, the subject walked along a 15-m runway
at a self-selected speed of 1.4 m/s, which was measured using
the progression of the pelvis markers over the time between
successive left heel strikes. Ground reaction forces and torques
under each foot were measured at 1000 Hz around the electrical
centers of two force plates (Advanced Mechanical Technology,
Inc., Watertown, MA). The raw marker data were filtered using
a fourth-order, zero phase-shift, low-pass Butterworth filter with
a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz. The data collection and subsequent
computer simulations were approved by the institutional review
board.

One complete gait cycle (left heel strike to left heel strike)
without surface marker dropout was selected as the nominal data
set for use in the optimization study. Due to the limitation of
only two force plates, no ground reaction data were available
for the right leg at the start of the cycle (i.e., the right leg was
in contact with the ground, but not on a force plate, at the initial
left heel strike). For the initial time frames when no right ground
reaction data were available, the patient-specific full-body gait
model developed for the optimization studies was used to esti-
mate the right ground reactions from the left ones. Since only
the left leg had experimental ground reaction data for the entire
cycle, results from the subsequent optimization studies are pre-
sented only for that leg.

After optimization predictions were developed using the
patient’s nominal gait data, the patient attempted to train
himself to produce the predicted gait motion on a qualitative
basis. Training consisted of studying plots of the optimized
kinematics, kinetics, center of pressure, and ground reactions,
as well as animations comparing the nominal and optimal
gait motions. The patient implemented the general kinematic
alterations in a manner that was as natural and easy to achieve
as possible compared to his original gait motion. Over a
nine-month self-training period, the patient sought to incorpo-
rate these gait modifications into his normal walking pattern
by constantly reminding himself to walk the new way, the
goal being for the new gait motion to become second nature.
After this period, the patient gave informed consent and was
retested wearing the same sneakers. Testing was performed
at a self-selected walking speed, which again was 1.4 m/s,
under two conditions. First, the patient was asked to try to walk
using his old gait motion prior to retraining, and second, he
was asked to walk using an exaggerated version of the new
gait motion predicted by the optimizations. These two walking
patterns were selected to bound the experimental adduction
torque changes that the patient could achieve as a result of the
gait retraining process.

B. Dynamic Model Development

A parametric, 3-D, dynamic gait model was developed using
two separate software packages. The first was Autolev (Online
Dynamics, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA), a symbolic manipulator for
deriving dynamical equations, and the second was Software
for Interactive Musculoskeletal Modeling (SIMM) with the
Dynamics Pipeline (Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa,
CA). The Autolev model provided direct access to the symbolic
form of the equations of motion, making it well suited for
calibrating joint and inertial parameters to the patient’s nominal
gait data. In contrast, the SIMM/Pipeline model provided a
well-structured dynamic simulation environment along with the
ability to visualize the predicted motions and ground reaction
force vectors using a skeletal model scaled to the patient’s
dimensions. Having two versions of the same dynamic model
also permitted validation of the inverse dynamic analyses used
in the optimization studies.

The gait model possessed 27 degrees of freedom (DOFs)
composed of gimbal (3 DOFs), universal (2 DOFs), and pin
(1 DOF) joints (Fig. 1). Similar to the model structure in [20],
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the 27 degree-of-freedom (DOF) full-body gait model
used to predict novel gait motions that reduce the peak knee adduction torque.
All joints are traditional engineering joints (gimbal, universal, pin) with the
exception of the ground to pelvis joint which possesses 6 DOFs. Parameters
defining the positions and orientations of joints in the body segments and the
masses, mass centers, and moments of inertia of the body segments were cali-
brated to gait data collected from a single patient with knee osteoarthritis.

three translational and three rotational DOFs defined the po-
sition and orientation of the pelvis in the laboratory reference
frame. For the lower body joints, each hip was modeled as
a gimbal joint, each knee as a pin joint, and each ankle as
two nonintersecting and nonorthogonal pin joints [21]. For
the upper body, the back was modeled as a gimbal joint, each
shoulder as a universal joint, and each elbow as a pin joint.
The axes of each segment coordinate system were assumed to
coincide with the central principal axes of the segment [22].
In lieu of a deformable ground contact model utilizing springs
and dampers [22], [23], the ground reaction forces and torques
calculated using the force plate electrical centers were treated
as external loads applied to the feet during periods when the
foot was known to be in contact with the ground [24]. This
approach also eliminated the need for a toes segment in each
foot model.

Inverse dynamic analyses were performed using the
state-space form of the equations of motion from both full-body
gait models. Consequently, 27 control forces and torques were
calculated from the 27 equations of motion and the experi-
mentally determined joint kinematics and ground reactions.
The forces and torques calculated by the two models were
identical to within roundoff error, providing a check on the
equations of motion. The external knee adduction torque for
each leg was calculated as the negative of the internal reaction

torque about an axis directed anteriorly through the origin of
the tibial coordinate system (i.e., midpoint between the femoral
epicondyles). External (i.e., residual) forces and torques acting
on the pelvis were calculated from the 6 DOF joint between
the ground and pelvis. Since no external loads act on the pelvis
in real life, nonzero external force or torque components at
any time frame represent error in the model structure, model
parameter values, and/or experimental data.

C. Model Parameter Calibration

Joint and inertial parameters in the model were calibrated to
match the nominal gait data as close as possible. Calibration
was performed using the Levenberg–Marquardt nonlinear
least-squares optimization algorithm in Matlab (The Math-
works, Natick, MA) along with an Autolev version of the
equations of motion that included the locations of the surface
markers in the segment coordinate systems. The cost function
simultaneously minimized errors between model and exper-
imental marker locations in the laboratory reference frame,
external pelvis forces and torques, and changes in inertial
parameter values away from their initial values. The design
variables were joint parameters (i.e., joint positions and ori-
entations in the segment coordinate systems) for joints that
underwent large 25 rotations [25], all inertial parameters
(i.e., masses, mass centers, and moments of inertia), and poly-
nomial and Fourier coefficients defining the trajectory of each
joint translation and rotation [26]. Initial guesses for all joint
parameters (hip, knee, and ankle on each side) were calculated
from optimization of the isolated joint trial data [19], while
initial guesses for all inertial parameters were calculated from
[27].

Each optimizer function evaluation involved an inverse
dynamics analysis performed with the Autolev version of the
model over all time frames for which experimentally measured
ground reaction forces and torques were available (or known
to be zero) for both feet. To reach the optimal solution, joint
and inertial parameters required relatively small changes from
their initial guesses, at most 0.005 m for joint positions, 3.6
for joint orientations, 0.57 kg for segment masses, 0.019 m for
segment mass centers, and 0.079 kg m for segment inertias.
The resulting root-mean-square (rms) errors were 0.013 m in
surface marker positions and 24.5 N and 3.5 Nm in external
pelvis forces and torques, respectively.

D. Dynamic Optimization Predictions

We used an inverse dynamic optimization approach to de-
sign “normal looking” gait motions capable of reducing both
adduction torque peaks simultaneously. In this context, “normal
looking” means a gait motion whose trunk orientations, arm mo-
tion, foot paths, and pelvis translations are similar to the pa-
tient’s normal gait motion. Rather than varying control torque
inputs and predicting motion outputs using forward dynamics,
our optimizations varied motion (and ground reaction) inputs
and predicted control torque outputs using inverse dynamics
[26]. In this way, new gait motions could be predicted using
stable inverse rather than unstable forward dynamic simulations
for each function evaluation.
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The design variables for the one-cycle gait optimizations
were coefficients defining the shape of each motion and ground
reaction input curve. To develop initial guesses, we fitted each
nominal input curve as a function of time using a combination
of a cubic polynomial and eight Fourier harmonics (i.e., 20
coefficients per curve). RMS errors between experimental and
fitted curves were 0.26 mm for joint translations, 0.17 for joint
rotations, 4.1 N for ground reaction forces, and 0.75 Nm for
ground reaction torques. Differentiating the polynomial-Fourier
motion curves twice with respect to time produced the joint ve-
locities and accelerations needed for inverse dynamic analyses.
During each optimization, the following motion and ground re-
action curves were varied by changing their polynomial-Fourier
coefficients: pelvis superior/inferior translation, all back, pelvis,
hip, knee, and ankle rotations, and all ground reaction forces
and torques (i.e., 29 curves for a total of 580 design variables).
Ground reactions were set to zero for time frames when the
foot was known to be off the floor. Coefficients for shoulder
and elbow rotations and pelvis horizontal translations were not
varied so as to match the nominal gait motion. Walking speed
was not varied by the dynamic optimizations.

We incorporated these design variables into an optimization
cost function (1) that minimized the left and right knee adduc-
tion torques subject to several “reality” constraints implemented
via a penalty method and consistent with our “normal looking”
gait requirement

(1)

where

vector of 580 design variables
(polynomial-Fourier coefficients);

time frame (1 through 101);

joint translational or rotational axis (1 through
2, 3, or 6);

side (1 through 2);

through are cost function weights;

knee adduction torque;

change in a hip, knee, or ankle control torque
away from its nominal value;

change in a center pressure location away from
its nominal value measured with respect to the
foot frame;

change in a foot translation or rotation away
from its nominal value measured with respect
to the lab frame (these quantities are not DOFs
in the model);

change in a trunk rotation away from its nominal
value measured with respect to the lab frame
(these quantities are not DOFs in the model);

change in a residual pelvis force from its
nominal value (close to zero) expressed in the
lab frame;

change in a residual pelvis torque away from its
nominal value (close to zero) expressed in the
lab frame.

Units for the various cost function terms were mm for transla-
tions, deg for rotations, for forces, and Nm for torques. The
penalty terms (i.e., the terms with weight factors through

) forced the optimization to use muscle controls similar to
the nominal case, keep the center of pressure under each foot,
follow the nominal foot paths and trunk orientation, and elim-
inate external forces and torques acting on the pelvis. Since
the cost function minimized a weighted sum of squares of er-
rors, we again chose to use the Levenberg–Marquardt nonlinear
least-squares algorithm in Matlab.

We performed two gait optimizations with this cost function,
each with a different set of cost function weights. For both sets,
one of the goals was for the nominal foot paths , trunk
orientation , and residual pelvis loads to be tracked
closely, similar to a constraint. We developed the first set of cost
function weights by setting all weights to 1 and performing a
trial optimization. We then systematically increased weights
through by a factor of 10 until rms errors in the foot path,
trunk orientation, and pelvis residual loads were all less than 1.
The resulting weights were 1 for through and 10 for
through . The second set of cost function weights started from
the first set but added 50% more weight to the adduction torque
terms and 50% less weight to the loosely tracked control
torque and center of pressure terms ( and ), thereby giving
the optimizer greater freedom to reduce the adduction torque.
The resulting weights were 1.5 for , 0.5 for and , and
10 for through . The predictive gait optimizations were
performed with the SIMM/Pipeline version of the model. De-
spite the use of 580 design variables, each optimization required
only 45 min of CPU time on a 1.7-GHz Pentium M laptop.

III. RESULTS

Both optimizations predicted “normal looking” gait motions
that significantly reduced both adduction torque peaks during
left leg stance (Table I). SIMM animations of the predicted
motions revealed a “medial-thrust” gait pattern that drove the
left knee inward, causing the ground reaction force vector
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF OPTIMIZED AND POSTTRAINING KNEE ADDUCTION TORQUE REDUCTIONS RELATIVE TO PRETRAINING PEAK VALUES

Fig. 2. Visualization of the moment arm of the ground reaction force vector about the knee center for experimental and optimized gait motions. (a) Nominal exper-
imental gait motion. (b) Gait motion predicted using tighter tracking of leg control torques and center of pressure locations. (c) Gait motion measured posttraining
when the patient tried to walk using his old gait pattern. (d) Gait motion predicted using looser tracking of leg control torques and center of pressure locations.
(e) Gait motion measured posttraining when the patient tried to walk using an exaggerated version of the predicted gait motions. The selected time frame is the
location of the first peak in the knee adduction torque curve.

to pass more laterally to the knee center than in the nominal
experimental situation (Fig. 2). For the first set of cost func-
tion weights, the predicted adduction torque reductions were
1.2 %BW HT (32%) and 1.6 %BW HT (34%) in the first and
second peaks, respectively, while for the second set, they were
2.1 %BW HT (54%) and 2.6 %BW HT (56%) (Fig. 3). The
primary difference between the two sets of optimization results
was that the second set predicted larger kinematic and kinetic
changes to achieve larger adduction torque reductions.

The predicted medial-thrust gait motion involved three subtle
kinematic changes: slightly decreased pelvis obliquity, slightly
increased pelvis axial rotation, and slightly increased leg (i.e.,
simultaneous hip, knee, and ankle) flexion. During the stance
phase, less pelvis obliquity created a more level pelvis while
more pelvis axial rotation caused the stance leg hip to move an-
teriorly (Fig. 4). Coupled with a more flexed leg, these changes
caused the stance leg knee to shift medially under the center of
mass of the body. Most of the leg flexion increase came from
the hip and knee, with a small amount coming from the ankle as
well (Fig. 5). While the increases in hip, knee, and ankle flexion
were proportional to the decrease in the knee adduction torque,

Fig. 3. Left knee adduction torque curves measured experimentally for the
nominal gait motion (solid lines), predicted by the optimizations (dashed lines),
and measured experimentally after gait retraining (dotted lines). (a) Results cor-
responding to tighter tracking of nominal experimental data. (b) Results corre-
sponding to looser tracking of nominal experimental data.

the changes in pelvis rotations were approximately the same for
both optimizations.

These kinematic changes were produced by three primary ki-
netic changes: decreased hip adduction torque, increased knee
extension torque, and increased ankle inversion torque (Fig. 6).
In all three cases, the magnitude of the change was proportional
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Fig. 4. Pelvis obliquity and axial rotation curves measured experimentally for
the nominal gait motion (solid lines), predicted by the optimizations (dashed
lines), and measured experimentally after gait retraining (dotted lines). (a) Re-
sults corresponding to tighter tracking of nominal experimental data. (b) Results
corresponding to looser tracking of nominal experimental data.

Fig. 5. Left hip, knee, and ankle flexion curves measured experimentally for
the nominal gait motion (solid lines), predicted by the optimizations (dashed
lines), and measured experimentally after gait retraining (dotted lines). (a) Re-
sults corresponding to tighter tracking of nominal experimental data. (b) Results
corresponding to looser tracking of nominal experimental data.

to the magnitude of the adduction torque reduction. These joint
torque changes resulted in a lateral shift of the center of pres-
sure under the foot (Fig. 7) with little corresponding change in
the ground reaction force (Fig. 8). The magnitude of the center
of pressure change was also proportional to the magnitude of
the adduction torque reduction. Kinetic changes predicted at the
other joints were less prominent.

After gait retraining, the patient was able to achieve ex-
ternal knee adduction torque reductions comparable to the
optimization predictions (Table 1; Figs. 2 and 3). When the

Fig. 6. Left hip abduction, knee extension, and ankle inversion torque curves
measured experimentally for the nominal gait motion (solid lines), predicted
by the optimizations (dashed lines), and measured experimentally after gait re-
training (dotted lines). (a) Results corresponding to tighter tracking of nominal
experimental data. (b) Results corresponding to looser tracking of nominal ex-
perimental data.

Fig. 7. Left foot center of pressure locations on the bottom of the foot mea-
sured experimentally for the nominal gait motion (solid lines), predicted by the
optimizations (dashed lines), and measured experimentally after gait retraining
(dotted lines). (a) Results corresponding to tighter tracking of nominal exper-
imental data. (b) Results corresponding to looser tracking of nominal experi-
mental data.

patient attempted to walk using his old gait pattern, he pro-
duced adduction torque reductions of 1.5 %BW HT (39%) and
1.7 %BW HT (37%) in the first and second peak, respectively.
When he walked using an exaggerated version of the predicted
medial-thrust gait motion, the reductions were 1.9 %BW HT
(50%) and 2.5 %BW HT (55%).

These decreases were achieved by kinematic and kinetic
changes that were generally consistent with the optimization
predictions (Figs. 4–7). However, several exceptions were
noted. No decrease in pelvis obliquity and a larger than pre-
dicted increase in pelvis axial rotation were observed (Fig. 4).
The increase in ankle flexion was also larger than predicted
(Fig. 5). For kinetic quantities, the experimental decrease in
hip adduction torque was generally less than predicted (Fig. 6).
The increase in the first peak of the knee extension torque was
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Fig. 8. Left foot ground reaction forces measured experimentally for the nom-
inal gait motion (solid lines), predicted by the optimizations (dashed lines), and
measured experimentally after gait retraining (dotted lines). (a) Results corre-
sponding to tighter tracking of nominal experimental data. (b) Results corre-
sponding to looser tracking of nominal experimental data.

smaller than predicted while the increase in the second peak
was larger.

IV. DISCUSSION

This study used dynamic optimization of a patient-specific,
full-body gait model to predict 3-D gait modifications that re-
duce both peaks of the external knee adduction torque curve si-
multaneously. Two optimizations were performed starting from
the patient’s nominal pretreatment gait data—one with tighter
and one with looser tracking of leg control torques and center of
pressure. The predicted reductions of 32% to 56% in both peaks
were extremely close to the decreases of 37% to 55% achieved
by the patient after gait retraining. Furthermore, these decreases
were comparable to the 30% to 50% observed following HTO
surgery [3], [6], [9], which was the goal of the design process.
The actual reductions achieved by the patient during normal
walking would be somewhere within these ranges. To achieve
these decreases, the optimizations predicted a “normal looking”
gait motion that did not alter the foot path or trunk orientation.
Instead, the optimizations medialized the knee by bringing it
under the center of mass of the body while also shifting the
center of pressure laterally under the foot. The synergistic 3-D
kinematic changes needed for this strategy would have been dif-
ficult to discover by purely experimental means but were in-
tuitive once identified by the optimizations. If generalizable to
other patients with medial compartment knee OA, the predicted
medial-thrust gait motion may provide a clinically useful reha-
bilitation strategy either apart from or in conjunction with HTO
surgery (e.g., to reduce the chance of recurrent varus alignment
[7], [28]).

The posttraining kinetic changes were generally consistent
with the predicted strategy for lowering the knee adduction
torque. Shifting the center of pressure laterally decreased the
moment arm of the ground reaction force vector (applied at
the center of pressure) around the hip center and knee center,
resulting in a decreased hip abduction torque and external
knee adduction torque. The minor discrepancy between the
predicted and observed decrease in hip abduction torque can be
attributed to the lack of decreased pelvis obliquity posttraining.
When we performed an additional optimization that prescribed
the pelvis obliquity to match the nominal gait motion, the
predicted drop in hip abduction torque became similar to the
posttraining observations, while the predicted drop in the knee
adduction torque was only slightly less. In contrast to changes
at the hip and knee, a lateral shift in the center of pressure
increased the moment arm of the ground reaction force vector
about the ankle center, necessitating increased ankle inversion
torque. Medialization of the knee through a more flexed leg
necessitated an increase in knee extension torque over much
of stance phase. The lack of an increased first peak in knee
extension torque for one of the posttraining cases is possibly
due to the sensitivity of the knee extension torque calculation
to small anterior–posterior errors in the knee center location.

Our inverse dynamics approach for performing full-body gait
optimizations has advantages and disadvantages. One of the pri-
mary advantages is that the computational speed is already suf-
ficient for use in a clinical environment. By replacing finite dif-
ference derivatives with automatic differentiation [29] in the
Autolev version of the code, we can now perform full-body
gait optimizations in approximately 10 min of CPU time. If
unique gait modifications are needed for different patients, this
short computation time makes it practical to customize treat-
ment planning for individual patients. One of the main disadvan-
tages is the presence of residual loads on the pelvis. These loads
would not be present with a forward dynamics approach. When
we predict new gait motions using inverse dynamics, the opti-
mization uses the last penalty term in (1) to keep these residual
loads at the same levels as in the pretraining experimental data
set. Though we are not able to reduce the residual loads to zero,
our results suggest that they do not adversely affect our predic-
tive capabilities.

Treating the knee as a simple pin joint was the most signif-
icant modeling assumption in our computational methodology.
The direction of our best-fit pin joint axis accounted for the av-
erage values of knee adduction–abduction and internal–external
rotation produced by the patient during gait. Given noise due to
skin movement artifacts, it would be difficult to determine ac-
curate limits on these secondary joint motions. To minimize the
effect of the pin joint assumption on our optimization predic-
tions, we used a bottom–up inverse dynamics approach without
joint constraints to calculate the nominal experimental adduc-
tion torque curve. We then determined how to match this curve
using our full-body gait model with joint constraints. The crit-
ical factor was to make each shank segment in the full-body
model match its experimental pose throughout stance phase.
Thus, by placing large weight on shank marker coordinate errors
during the full-body model calibration process, we were able to
match the knee adduction torque curve produced by a model
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without joint constraints. Since the predicted adduction torque
reductions were comparable to those observed experimentally,
we do not believe that our pin joint knee assumption adversely
affected our prediction process.

Another assumption in our computational methodology was
that the selected cost function weights were representative of the
patient’s control strategy. Though we followed a systematic ap-
proach for selecting two sets of cost function weights, different
weights will produce different optimization results. As in any
engineering design study, the main goal is to achieve a final de-
sign that is better than the nominal one, whether or not the final
design is the best one possible. Since the predicted gait modifi-
cations did, in fact, result in significant adduction torque reduc-
tions when implemented, this limitation is not a serious one.

The biggest limitation of our study was the evaluation of
only a single patient. Since the goal of the study was to assess
the feasibility of using dynamic optimization of a patient-spe-
cific gait model to design a patient-specific treatment, we be-
lieve that use of a single patient was reasonable. If we were un-
able to demonstrate that the methodology works for at least one
patient, there would be little motivation for studying a larger
number of patients. Our next step will be to evaluate whether
the same methodology will work for other patients with knee
OA. These patients will have different nominal gait patterns, ad-
duction torque peaks, varus malalignment, and lateral collateral
ligament laxity, all of which may affect the effectiveness of our
model-based treatment approach.

Neural adaptation may explain why the subject achieved re-
duced knee adduction torque peaks posttraining when trying
to walk with his pretraining gait pattern. The goal of gait re-
training was for the subject to make the new gait pattern second
nature. When the subject tried to walk posttraining with his pre-
training gait pattern, he attempted to give his knees a slight lat-
eral thrust. However, the review of video data revealed that he
still exhibited increased medialization of the knees compared to
pretraining. Consequently, the subject’s adduction torque peaks
did not reach pretraining levels, possibly because he had in-
grained the new gait pattern through the retraining process. At
least two previous studies have shown that gait retraining can
produce sustained changes in gait mechanics [30], [31]. Sus-
tained changes are also common in athletes, who make a con-
scious effort to modify their mechanics during training so that
they will perform better during competition.

A related issue is how to perform gait retraining for future pa-
tients. The patient used in our study was highly knowledgeable
on gait mechanics and so was able to understand and imple-
ment the necessary gait modifications by studying plots and an-
imations of the optimization results. The nine-month retraining
period was a function of the amount of time required to obtain
access to a gait lab for retesting rather than the amount of time
needed to learn and assimilate the new gait pattern. For other pa-
tients to learn the medial-thrust gait pattern and make it second
nature, some type of real-time feedback coupled with a system-
atic retraining process, as recently performed successfully for
tibial shock reduction [31], will likely be necessary.

A final clinical implementation issue is whether the proposed
medial-thrust gait motion will result in detrimental loading
changes at other joints. After a year and a half of walking with

the medial-thrust gait pattern, the patient involved in our study
has experienced reduced knee pain without any problems at
other joints. Apart from the knee adduction torque, the largest
load changes were in the internal ankle inversion and knee
extension torque, both of which increased. For the nonexagger-
ated posttraining gait motion, the 25% increase in peak ankle
inversion torque is comparable to that caused by 6 lateral heel
wedges [18]. Thus, the medial-thrust gait pattern is likely to be
no worse for the ankle than it is for the introduction of lateral
heel wedges. Furthermore, ankle OA is rare in clinical practice
and is usually the result of previous traumatic injury [32], [33].

Though both knee extension torque peaks also increased post-
training, these increases do not necessarily imply an increase in
medial contact force. First, little correlation exists between the
magnitude of the knee extension torque and the magnitude of
in vivo medial contact force measured by an instrumented knee
replacement during gait [34]. Second, the largest quadriceps
forces do not necessarily correspond to periods of the largest
knee extension torque [35]. Third, patients with knee OA ex-
hibit increased quadriceps-hamstrings co-contraction compared
to normal subjects [36], suggesting that increased knee exten-
sion torque could be created by decreased hamstrings co-con-
traction, leading to a reduced medial contact force. Fourth, knee
extensor strength training has been reported to decrease rather
than increase pain in patients with knee OA [37]. Finally, our
patient reduced both knee adduction torque peaks by 1.5 to
2.5 %BW HT, which is highly significant as the risk of OA pro-
gression increases by a factor of 6.5 for each 1 %BW HT in-
crease in peak knee adduction torque [12]. Given these observa-
tions for the ankle and knee, we believe that clinical evaluation
of the generalizability, efficacy, and safety of the medial-thrust
gait pattern in a small patient population is a logical next step.
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